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The coupled interfacial Mn and Ru spin configurations in a SrRuO3�SRO� /SrMnO3�SMO�
superlattice are investigated with x-ray resonant techniques. With an out-of-plane applied field H, a
net Mn moment is induced opposite to �along� H below �above� SRO Curie temperature TC, due to
changes in interfacial antiferromagnetic Ru–Mn coupling. In comparison with the Mn moment
induced along an out-of-plane field below TC, the Mn moment induced along an in-plane field is five
�three� times smaller below �above� TC, due to frustration in the Ru–Mn coupling. Despite its
in-plane anisotropy, the G-type antiferromagnetic SMO favors out-of-plane over in-plane canting of
Mn moments. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3013333�

Recent advances in pulsed layer deposition �PLD� tech-
niques have allowed the growth of artificial superlattices
with nearly atomically flat interfaces.1 The properties of the
interfacial regions where dissimilar materials are forced to
coexist differ significantly from the bulk providing a play-
ground for the development of materials with tailored prop-
erties. Examples of important phenomena include exchange
bias at the antiferromagnetic �AFM�-ferromagnetic �FM� in-
terface and spin-dependent scattering/tunneling magnetore-
sistance effects. Electronic spins at the interfaces of epitaxial
heterostructures are subject to competing interactions arising
from magnetocrystalline anisotropy, intralayer and interlayer
exchange coupling, and applied magnetic fields. The recent
advances in x-ray magnetic circular dichroism �XMCD� and
x-ray resonant magnetic scattering �XRMS� techniques pro-
vide unique capabilities for the studies of element-specific
interfacial spin configurations, key to understanding the
complex magnetic behavior in confined heterostructures.

Perovskite SrRuO3 �SRO� and SrMnO3 �SMO� materials
possess interesting electronic and magnetic properties. Their
small lattice mismatch allows good structural coherence and
high quality interfaces. In the bulk, SRO is a ferromagnet
with a Curie temperature TC of �163 K �Refs. 2–4� and
strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy, whereas SMO is a
G-type antiferromagnet with a Néel temperature TN of
�260 K.5 In this work, we investigate the roles of aniso-
tropy, interfacial coupling, and magnetic fields in inducing
Mn spin canting in SRO/SMO superlattices for T�TC�TN
and TC�T�TN, as well as in inducing net interfacial Ru
magnetization for TC�T�TN �i.e., above TC�SRO��. Our
results show that the presence or absence of Ru magnetic
ordering has dramatic effects on the induced magnetism in
the SMO layers. The combination of XMCD and XRMS
provides valuable insight into the interfacial magnetic struc-
ture of SRO/SMO beyond the capabilities of bulk-sensitive
techniques.

A single-crystalline �SRO /SMO�19 superlattice film was
grown on a SrTiO3�100� substrate by PLD as detailed in
Ref. 6. The SRO and SMO layers are 10 and 2 unit cell
thick, respectively, and the film was capped with an extra
SRO layer. Due to the small layer thickness of SMO, the Mn
magnetic response is most sensitive to the interfacial cou-
pling with the adjacent SRO layers. As grown on SrTiO3,
SRO and SMO layers exhibit out-of-plane and in-plane
anisotropies, respectively. Superconducting quantum inter-
ference device magnetization data taken at 50 K�T
�TC�SRO��TN�SMO�� indicate the out-of-plane direction
as the easy axis of the superlattice in agreement with the
dominant contributions of the thicker FM SRO layers.7 With
the field along the hard axis �in plane� the Ru moment
reaches �60% and �70% of its saturation value at 10 and
40 kOe, respectively. Element-specific XMCD and XRMS
magnetic characterizations of SRO and SMO layers were
carried out using circularly polarized synchrotron radiation at
beamline 4ID-C of the Advanced Photon Source of Argonne
National Laboratory with x-ray energies tuned near the Mn L
and Ru L absorption edges. Out-of-plane XMCD data were
collected in normal incidence using total electron yield de-
tection mode to detect the out-of-plane component of the
magnetization. In-plane XRMS measurements were per-
formed at grazing incidence using specularly reflected x rays
probing the in-plane magnetization component in scattering
plane.8,9 An external magnetic field H was applied parallel to
the incident x-ray wave vector k. XMCD and XRMS data
were collected at a fixed incident angle � by recording the
helicity-dependent absorbed and scattered intensities I+ and
I− as a function of x-ray incident energy. Hereafter, we define
the XMCD and XRMS asymmetry ratios as �I+− I−� / �I+

+ I−�.
Based on results from similarly structured oxide

films,7,10–14 the Mn–Ru coupling is expected to be AFM. In a
previous study, we measured a surprisingly large out-of-
plane ��=90°� Mn-XMCD signal at 50 K and low magnetic
fields that nearly vanishes at �40 kOe �Fig. 1�a��.7 At low
fields, the combined effects of interfacial Mn–Ru AFM cou-
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pling and SRO out-of-plane anisotropy force the Mn mo-
ments in SMO to cant against the direction of the applied
field and Ru moments �see opposite signs of XMCD signals
for Mn and Ru in Figs. 1�a� and 1�c��. At higher fields, the
�negative� out-of-plane component is reduced to minimize
the Zeeman energy.7

To further evaluate the effects of out-of-plane magnetic
ordering in the SRO layers on the magnetic response in the
SMO layers, Mn- and Ru-XMCD measurements were car-
ried out at 180 K �TC�180 K�TN� as shown in Figs. 1�b�
and 1�d�. As expected above TC, the absence of SRO mag-
netization and its out-of-plane anisotropy results in no mea-
surable out-of-plane Ru-XMCD signal, as shown in Fig.
1�d�. Hence, with no Mn–Ru coupling, the starting zero-field
spin structure in the SMO layers corresponds to a typical
planar G-type configuration in which the Mn moments
would cant in the same direction as the applied magnetic
field �e.g., opposite to the direction observed at 50 K�, as
seen in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. The sketch in the left panel of
Fig. 2 shows how the presence �absence� of Ru magnetic
ordering together with AFM Mn–Ru exchange coupling at
the SRO/SMO interfaces below �above� TC is responsible for
these differences. As shown in Fig. 1�b�, the Mn-XMCD
signal is zero at H=0 kOe and returns to zero after the ap-
plication and removal of a reversing field of −40 kOe. This
behavior clearly indicates that the induced net Mn moment is
solely due to canting of the AFM Mn spin structure and not
due to the presence of isolated FM domains.

In-plane ��=5.1°� Mn- and Ru-XRMS signals measured
at 180 K are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, respectively.15 The
Mn-XRMS signal is field dependent and increases with in-
creasing magnetic fields. As with the out-of-plane case, this

XRMS signal is zero at H=0 kOe and returns to zero after
the application and removal of a reversing field of −10 kOe,
in agreement with a zero-field collinear in-plane Mn AFM
structure and field-dependent canted Mn AFM structures. In
contrast to the out-of-plane results, a significant in-plane Ru-
XRMS signal is observed, above TC, increasing with H �Fig.
3�b��. This induced Ru moment is not of paramagnetic origin
as it has not been observed in the out-of-plane XMCD mea-
surements, which probe the entire SRO layers. The high sen-
sitivity of XRMS to interfacial magnetization indicates that
the Ru moment is rather induced through Mn–Ru AFM in-
terfacial coupling and that it primarily resides at the inter-
faces.

In order to quantitatively compare the in-plane and out-
of-plane canted Mn moments, Mn-XRMS data were fit using
Parratt’s recursive formalism16 adapted to describe the
charge-magnetic interference scattering probed in the XRMS
measurements.17 Scalar imaginary parts f� and fm� of charge
and magnetic resonant scattering factors were directly ex-
tracted from the measured absorption spectra in Fig. 1�a�
while the real parts f� and fm� were obtained through a dif-
ferential Kramers–Kronig transformation.18 Tabulated scat-
tering factors19 were used for the nonresonant elements. The
magnitude of the out-of-plane net Mn moment at H
=10 kOe and T=50 K defined as �M serves as an arbitrary
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Magnetic field �in kOe� dependence of out-of-plane
��=90°� XMCD signals. Mn L2,3 edges at �a� 50 and �b� 180 K. Ru L3 edge
at �c� 50 K and �d� 180 K.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematics for the in-plane and out-of-plane interfa-
cial spin configurations at 50 and 180 K.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Magnetic field �in kOe� dependence of in-plane ��
=5.1°� XRMS signals. �a� Mn L2,3 edges at 180 K. �b� Ru L3 edge at 180 K.
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reference against which the refined in-plane Mn moments are
compared. Figure 4 shows in-plane XRMS data and fits for
50 K ��=10.8°� and 180 K ��=5.1°�, respectively. Spin-
independent reflectivity �I++ I−� is only sensitive to the
chemical structure and was calculated using the nominal
structure of the superlattice, as shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�d�.
Since the XRMS signal depends on both the chemical and
magnetic structures, the fits were performed using the nomi-
nal structural parameters and varying the magnitude of the
in-plane net Mn moment along H, assuming all SMO layers
are identical and uniformly magnetized within each layer. As
shown in Fig. 4, excellent fits to the data are obtained with
magnetic scattering factors fm� and fm� scaled down by 0.33
and 0.18 �at 50 K� or 0.6 and 0.28 �at 180 K� for 40 and 10
kOe, respectively. These refined scaling factors indicate that
at these fields and temperatures the in-plane net Mn moments
are only a fraction of the out-of-plane Mn moment �M at 10
kOe and 50 K.

The relative size of the canted Mn moment at the various
temperatures and applied field directions is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 2. The asymmetric canting of the Mn moments
in response to an in-plane applied magnetic field results in a
small in-plane FM component in the direction of the applied
field. However, when the SRO is FM ordered in plane, the
emergence of Mn–Ru AFM interfacial ordering is not com-
pletely possible in the presence of Mn–Mn AFM interac-

tions, due to frustration in the interfacial Mn–Ru exchange
coupling, which results in some suppression of the in-plane
Mn induced moment �see circled Mn–Ru interactions in Fig.
2�. This frustration is partly relieved above TC where the
field-induced net in-plane Mn moment increases. Thus, in the
presence of Mn–Ru exchange coupling the SMO/SRO inter-
face favors out-of-plane canting versus in-plane canting of
Mn and Ru moments. The results provide insights into the
interdependent effects of anisotropy, interfacial coupling, and
frustration on the canted magnetic structure of nominal
AFM-SMO/FM-SRO layers in this exchange-coupled com-
plex oxide superlattice system.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Measured and calculated XRMS reflectivity curves
near the Mn L2,3 edges. ��a�–�c�� At 50 K, with �=10.8°. ��d�–�f�� At 180 K,
with �=5.1°.
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